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Expert Report in Support of Background Check Claim

Excluded

 

By Shannon L. Kelly  3/20/2015 Permissions

 

An expert report used by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in support of its claim that

an employer’s practice of performing background checks had a disparate impact on black and male job

applicants was so riddled with errors that it warranted exclusion, the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled.

The EEOC brought suit against Freeman, a provider of integrated services for expositions, conventions and

corporate events. In 2001, Freeman began background checks of its job applicants’ credit and criminal

histories. While criminal background checks were required for all its employees, Freeman utilized credit

history checks for “credit sensitive” positions involving money handling or access to sensitive financial

information. Based on these background checks, Freeman excluded applicants whose credit or criminal

histories revealed prohibited criteria. In August 2011, Freeman ceased conducting credit checks but

continued utilizing criminal history checks.

In 2008, after an applicant who was denied employment filed a charge of discrimination, the EEOC began an

investigation of Freeman’s credit check policy, which was subsequently expanded to include Freeman’s

criminal background check policy.

After the EEOC’s investigation was concluded, the EEOC brought suit against Freeman alleging that

Freeman’s criminal check policy had a disparate impact on black and male applicants, and that its credit

check policy had a disparate impact on black applicants.



In support of its claims, the EEOC produced expert reports by Kevin Murphy, an industrial/organizational

psychologist, and Beth Huebner, an associate professor of criminology. Huebner’s report claimed to replicate

the results from Murphy’s report. Following the deadline for the EEOC to disclose expert reports, the EEOC

produced and amended the report from Murphy with slightly altered calculations.

Freeman moved for summary judgment and to exclude Murphy’s and Huebner’s reports.  Following

Freeman’s efforts to exclude these reports, the EEOC filled two additional supplemental reports from Murphy

and Huebner.

The trial court ruled for Freeman, both dismissing the case and finding that Murphy’s report was so riddled

with errors that it was rendered completely unreliable.

The 4th Circuit affirmed, also finding an “alarming” number of errors and analytical fallacies in Murphy’s

report. The 4th Circuit was particularly troubled by the fact that while Murphy alleged to have conducted a

random review of Freeman’s background check logs, Murphy’s database concentrated on pre-2008

background checks. The appellate court also noted that the errors were so rampant that, of a subset of 41

individuals, 29 had at least one error or omission.

EEOC v. Freeman, 4th Cir., No. 13-2365 (Feb. 20, 2015).

Professional Pointer: To be admissible, expert testimony must be based on reliable methodology. Great

care should be taken in selecting experts.

Shannon L. Kelly is an attorney with Allen, Norton & Blue P.A., the Worklaw® Network member firm in Winter

Park, Fla. 
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